In early studies in which coronary CTA was used to visualize CTOs, the prominent features observed were the extent of calcification, occlusion length, and identification of the vessel course within a long occluded segment (2,3). In more recent studies with improved resolution computed tomography (CT) scanners, the degree and distribution of calcification has remained the most relevant predictor of CTO procedural success (4-6). However, it is well known that the success rate of percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) is highly operator-dependent (7). 
In early studies in which coronary CTA was used to visualize CTOs, the prominent features observed were the extent of calcification, occlusion length, and identification of the vessel course within a long occluded segment (2, 3) . In more recent studies with improved resolution computed tomography (CT) scanners, the degree and distribution of calcification has remained the most relevant predictor of CTO procedural success (4) (5) (6) . However, it is well known that the success rate of percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) is highly operator-dependent (7). There is no doubt that the detailed images provided by modern CT equipment provide a greater understanding of occlusion morphology than simple angiographic "lumenography," but will this knowledge really improve the outcome or facility of the procedure? The current study, like most previous studies, did not randomize patients to PCI with versus without coronary CTA procedural planning, and the issue of selection bias cannot be ignored.
Although the present study suggested a slightly overall higher success rate in the group undergoing CT scanning as compared with those without preprocedural coronary CTA, we cannot know with certainty that the lesions were of equal complexity.
Moreover, in the "real world," more complex CTOs might benefit from coronary CTA, but in the present study, we cannot be sure that the most complex 
